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11 Steps to Becoming a Successful NPYP Affiliate Marketer!
Quick Steps Guide to Getting Up and Running Quickly with Affiliate Marketing
Congratulations! You’re on your way to becoming a member of our No Prep Yoga Plan Affiliate
Program. FYI- This report contains some affiliate links. J
Step 1- Click on the Affiliates tab on our website http://noprepyogaplans.com. After completing the
Yoga Affiliate Questionnaire you’ll be invited to register as an affiliate. You can also browse the
affiliates tools page to find additional promotional ideas and resources. We are no longer using the
Clickbank platform, so if you signed up with Clickbank in the past, please register. Also, if you haven’t
already, download the sample and use the coupon code (offered when you signed up) to purchase a
copy for $30. It’s so much easier to promote a product that you are familiar with and love. Your
enthusiasm will show through to potential customers.
Step 2- Put aside 1-2 hours to carefully go over this material. Read it all the way through and watch the
video (if you don’t know something). It’s so much better to start a project with all the facts, materials,
and tools than piece-milling and scanning through it. I find that I can accomplish so much more if I will
concentrate on ONE thing and learn it. The time you take to thoroughly read through the materials as
well as the Affiliate Tools page will save you time later. Marketing and social media are changing
rapidly. I am surprised and how much I learn every day, especially about all the new tools available.

Step 3- Don’t try to promote everywhere at once. Pick one or two promotional strategies and stick to
those to promote NPYPs. Picking too many will be overwhelming and it will be difficult to build
momentum and stick to a method. Here are a few brief examples below. Another reason to pick only
one or two is that you can get really good at it. It’s so much easier to learn how to do ONE thing well.
With any of these, if you’re not an expert, become one in that area and take your marketing to the next
level. There are tons of youtube videos on how to promote with any of these. Not only can you learn to
promote NPYP, you can promote your own business more consistently as well. *Pinterest is my favorite
and it’s a lot of fun.
Check out my boards. https://pinterest.com/noprepyogaplans and
https://pinterest.com/christmedtitator
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We will get into the specifics below but here are some brief overviews to think about: (You can choose
one or two of these methods to get started.)
Email Marketing
Set up the email promos to
your subscribers. One
each day with affiliate links.
You could also create or
add blog articles (with
affiliate links) on your
website and then once or
twice a month, send blog
article to subscribers.

Blogging

Facebook

Add blog articles that would
be of interest to yoga
teachers and tie-in NPYPs
with your affiliate link.

Add blog articles to your website
that would be of interest to yoga
teachers and tie-in NPYPs with
your affiliate link.

Place a banner add in your
widgets area.

Post these articles to your
timeline, pages, and yoga-related
pages and groups.

Write an honest review and
post it.

You Tube

Pinterest

Twitter

Create a NPYP review and
place on Youtube. Add you
affiliate link in description.

Add blog articles to your
website that would be of
interest to yoga teachers and
tie-in NPYPs with your affiliate
link. Create graphics and then
pin them to yoga-related
boards.

Post short promos about NPYP
or something of interest to yoga
teachers or even to your NPYP
blog articles on your website with
your embedded links or ads.

Make a video about a yoga
teacher problem and then
bring up NPYP as a possible
solution.
Make a video of you using No
Prep Yoga Plans.

You could also post directly to
NPYP.

Bypass the articles, and create
eye-appealing graphics that
you can send right to NPYPs.
Pin these to yoga-related
boards with your affiliate link
taking them directly to buy or
download a sample.

Step 4– Whatever method you choose you must rinse and repeat. Do you know that some affiliate
marketers make 1000s of dollars on marketing just one product alone? That doesn’t happen by putting
up one banner ad and nothing else. It is said that it often takes exposing people to something “six”
times before they buy. So, don’t give up on the first try. Create a strategy, write it down, commit to it,
and stick with it for a while. Notice what is working and what’s not. Do advance trainings in the
marketing strategy you chose to get better results. Don’t have a lot of time, hire someone on Fiverr or
Upwork to manage your marketing at very low costs.
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Step 5- Watch These Video Trainings
Get Your Affiliate Code and Shorten It Video 1
How to Insert Affiliate Links in Blog Articles Video 2
How to Create a Hyperlink Video 3
Step 6- SEO & Social Media
Even when you’re practicing all the right SEO techniques, you really don’t want to leave it up to chance
that users stumble across your site when searching on Google. It’s important to remember that it can
take a while for new websites to reach the top of Google search results even with good SEO, therefore
you will need to turn to a range of different digital marketing techniques in order to best promote your
site.
To get the best results you want to find what people are searching for. This is where SEO comes in
hand. You can use SEO and keywords to drive more traffic to your site as well as get more clicks. I like
to use Keyword Finder to help me create blog articles that yoga teachers might be looking for or typing
in the search engines. You can find youtube videos on how to use this tool to find best keywords for
yoga and meditation teachers. Also, think outside the box. Visit pinterest and other social media sites to
see popular topics or subjects in the yoga field. Once you find searchable keywords that aren’t overly
saturated, create blog post, articles, Pinterest Pins, and more around them. On the Keyword Finder,
the best keywords are under 39 points. Here is a video on How to Use KeyWord Finder.
You are limited to 5 free searches once you register. You are looking for long tail keywords. Anything
green or under 39 is best. It also shows that searches for the keyword yoga teacher is about 30k per
month. For example, if you type in yoga teacher, here are the results for best keywords related to it.
This is for just one keyword, you can try up to 5 other searches each day.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yoga teacher-22
Yoga instructor 28
Becoming a yoga teacher -21
Kids yoga teacher training – 21
Holy yoga teacher-20
Yin yoga teacher training 27
Hatha yoga teacher training -21
Intensive yoga teacher training -26
Yoga teacher training near me - 27

Below you will find more detailed information on using the methods mentioned. There is
additional information and resources on the Affiliates Tools Page.

1. Video Marketing- Youtube
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A great way to use video marketing is through the use of video reviews. If possible, purchase a copy of
NPYPs so you can give an honest review yourself. A word of caution, NPYPs are copyrighted and we
have strict terms that the contents can ONLY be used for instructor a yoga or meditation type class.
Therefore, please do not place any of it’s content on the internet. You can however, give an overview
of the product, showing its sections and what is included.
If you have a website, facebook page, or other social media account, display a link from your website to
the video or video to your website or NPYP’s.
2. Social Media Marketing (Overview)
Almost everyone has social media, Pinterest, Facebook, Twitter, Google Plus, and more. Just upload
banners and/or text promos with your unique affiliate link (see video). Make sure you disguise your
affiliate code with either bit.ly.com or tinyurl.com. If you are using Facebook, you can send out a new
promo on a regular basis. If using Google Plus, Instagram, or Pinterest, just pin the banners or pictures
from the affiliate page and include your unique affiliate url. If using Twitter, just tweet a unique promo
with your affiliate url added.
With almost everybody in the world signing up to at least one of the main social media networks, it
makes absolute sense that you use social media to promote NPYPs. Social media accounts include
Facebook, Youtube, Instagram, Snap Chat, Pinterest, and more. We will cover these in a little more
detail below.
3. Email Marketing
If you have a clients or a subscribers’ list, add the Email Promotions to your auto-responder and send
out one per week or whatever frequency you like. Be sure and embed your unique affiliate url in the text
of these articles where indicated. If you don’t have an auto-responder, just send one promo per week to
you subscribers or clients. For more information visit the section on Email Promo for tools.
Many affiliate marketers use email marketing as a method of promoting their different products and
services. This is because email is one of the most-used mail services in the world today, and a wellthought out, interesting email can be a great way to encourage customers to shop. In the affiliate tools
section, you will find 4 pre-written email promotions you can use right away. In order to use email
marketing, you will need an email marketing account like aweber, mailchimp, constant contact or drip.
Send the already written personal sales letter (one for each product) to your subscriber list, family, or
friends. You can promote a new product once per week or more frequently if you like. Don’t forget to
hyperlink your affiliate code in a email.
What is your goal?
First things first, define your email marketing goals. Before signing up with an email marketing
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tool it’s important to understand the purpose of embarking on this email marketing journey.
Who is your target audience, what actions would you like your subscribers to take? Knowing the
answers to these questions will help produce great content.
Yes, it is a journey- it takes time to build your list, customize your emails, measure your results,
and segment your audience. Overnight success is very rare so it’s important to keep your goal
in mind along with the understanding that it takes consistency and many, many tweaks and
optimizations to reach your goal. Please note you should only send emails to pre-approved
email addresses, which have been added to a mailing list with consent.
4. Content Marketing
Last but certainly not least, content marketing is a hugely powerful way of promoting your affiliate site.
Content is king on the internet, and good content both on and off your website can be an ideal way to
keep it updated, attract new customers, and promote your affiliate products. Taking the time to put
together a NPYP content plan with a purpose beforehand will help foster creativity and bring out some
really great ideas.
So, what do you blog about? How to market your yoga business, best poses for back pain, highlighting
a specific yoga pose, benefits of guided meditation in your yoga class, anything that would make your
readers want NPYP. However, please DO NOT copy and paste from the NPYP book for your content.
That would be plagiarizing. Instead, write your own articles or have a service like iwriter write them for
you. You could also include ‘how-to’ articles.
5. Promote with Banner Ads
A banner ad is a great tool to use to increase brand awareness for NPYP. You can place them in the
header section or sidebars of your website. There are a variety of WordPress plugins that can provide
easier ways to insert and manage new banner ads.
Here are 4 key best practices to create effective banner ads:
1. Clearly incorporate NPYP branding and messaging into your banner ads.
2. Be concise in content and imagery - use plain language and images that are easily
comprehended.
3. Create banner ads that stand out, a great way to make your banner ad stand out is with
animation. Bannersnack is a free, easy to use online banner maker that you can create
animated or static banners for your website. In addition to Bannersnack, Canva is another great
tool to make all times of graphics. If you want to outsource instead, head on over to Fiverr.com
where you can literally have banner ads made for $5-10.00. You can provide them with a NPYP
picture and let them design great banners, Pinterest pins, Instagram posts, and more.
4. Include a clear call to action (CTA) to drive people to produce an action. Such as, “Download
Ebook” or “Purchase today.”
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6. Promote with Facebook
Two billion people use Facebook every month. Facebook is a valuable channel to reach your target
audience and promote NPYP. If you have a network of followers on Facebook it’s a good idea to try
and convert them into new NPYP subscribers. Some common ways to do this is by designing a social
post with a link to your sign-up form for your followers to join or adding a sign up for our newsletter tab
within your page. Here are some more specific ways:
1. If you have a website, create several blog posts that would be of interest to yoga teachers. In an
example above, I shared some popular keywords for “yoga teachers” that I found from
searching at Keyword Finder. Next, create or use Fiverr or even IWriter to create several
original articles for you, or use the articles in the affiliates tools section. Once written, add them
to your website as a blog. In various places and at the end of the blog post, embed your affiliate
link and/or even a banner ad. You could even mention or tie-in No Prep Yoga Plans
somewhere in the article and encourage people to get a free sample.
2. Next head over to Facebook and post the article to your own timeline and business page. After
that, post the article to different yoga teacher pages and groups. You will first need to Like or
join the group. Be sure to read rules about posting and don’t spam. There are 100s of pages
and groups you can post too. As a strategy, post to the article to 5-10 groups or pages a week.
You can even create a spreadsheet in Google Drives listing where you posted. After you feel
you’ve exhausted this article. Create a new one and post to the same places. If they click on
the post, it will take them to the article where they could potentially buy. Make sure you create a
nice graphic for the article as well using Canva or Fiverr (to make for you.). If they purchase
within 30 days, you earn a commission.
3. FYI- You could also post graphic ads, but I find it’s so much easier to post articles as they aren’t
considering promotional or spamming.
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Boosted Posts
A boosted post is the simplest way to advertise on Facebook. It is a post to your page’s timeline that
you can apply money to in order to boost it to an audience of your choosing. For example, create a post
highlighting the benefits of NPYP and include a link to your website to learn more.
Facebook Ads
Although boosting a post is still considered an ad, Facebook ads are created through Ads Manager and
offer more advanced customization. Including choosing different ad placements, use of specific ad
objectives, maintain creative control through more design options, and the use of advanced targeting
capabilities. Facebook ads are best to use when measuring conversions. For example, How many
people clicked on your ad and purchased NPYP?
7. Promote with Twitter
Twitter has 307 million monthly active users. It’s an effective marketing channel that can be used to
create brand awareness for NPYP, establish stronger relationships with yoga or meditation instructors
and improve organic search engine ranking. For example tweets that link to your blog articles will
generate inbound hits, which allows Google to rank your site higher!

8. Promote with Instagram
Instagram is an image-sharing site with 400 million users and a great platform to use to visually
connect with your network.
A few Instagram tips you could follow:
● Since you only get to share one link on Instagram, be strategic about which link you choose. Is it
your class schedule? Your NPYP page? Your testimonial page?
● Share your favorite interesting or challenging poses.
● Share short videos of sequences you’re really proud of; Instagram videos can be up to 60
seconds long, so you can share a speeded-up version of a sequence.
● Feature inspirational quotes.
● You can use a free design software called Canva, to create eye-catching banners and social
graphics.
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9. Promote with Pinterest
A visual content-sharing site, Pinterest has 100 million active users, 85% of whom are women. This
actually is my favorite way to promote. Just like with Facebook, you can post articles and banner ads to
your Pinterest boards as well as group boards. See Promote with Facebook above. Go through the
same procedure except make graphic pins that you will link to the article. You can also use Fiverr to get
some great pins designed. Again, if people click on your NPYP links and purchase, you make a sale!
Another way to promote on Pinterest (without a website) is to create promotional pins that link directly
to No Prep Yoga Plans. To do this, first create a list of 10 promotional titles for your pins. For example:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Create a Transformative Yoga Class in Minutes.
Need Help with Yoga Sequencing
No Time to Create a Yoga Class
Get Free Yoga Lessons.

Next, create eye-catching pins with these titles. Pinterest pins should be between 735 x 1100 or 735 x
1500 pixels to really get noticed. Here is an example of one of my pins. You can create yourself with
Canva or get 10 pins for $10 on Fiverr. Once you have your pins, begin promoting. Just upload your
pins to your boards or even group boards you’ve joined and attach the pin to your NPYP pins. When
someone clicks, it will take them straight to NPYPs and if they purchase within 30 days, you make a
sale.
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Pinterest Tips include:
● Make sure your profile includes a profile photo, your NPYP website url, a personalized
description, and location.
● Use a Pinterest business account, rather than a personal one. This gives you access to
analytics so you can see what’s working and what’s not.
● Give your boards simple names so they’re easy to find: ‘yoga poses for energy’ etc.
● Be strategic with the boards you put in the top row. These should be your most ‘brand-specific’
boards (things that directly relate to No Prep Yoga Plan).
● Pin regularly!
10. Google Adwords
Out of all of the promotional methods listed, Google Adwords may take the largest financial investment;
however, marketers do it because it works. Basically, Google Adwords are the banner or text ads you
see in the search engines or even on web pages. Each time someone someone clicks on these ads the
advertiser is charged. I don’t have a whole lot of experience with Google Adwords, but I do know
someone who does, Brad Callen. He is a multi-million on the internet with many successful business
and I recently received a video from him giving detail instructions on how to start advertising with
Google Adwords. If this interest you, please check it out. How to do Google Adwords video by Brad
Callen. You can also access it on youtube HERE.
11.Great Tools to Use!
Fiverr Gigs and Canva
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If you have never heard of Fiverr.com, you’ll be glad to learn about this website today. Fiverr started a
few years back offering all types of gigs for $5 each. You can hire someone to sing a song, fix your
website, make a flier or video, create a series of banner ads, or even promote your business. To
promote NPYP, consider using Fiverr to create more banner ads for you or even promote your affiliate
link to various Facebook or Twitter channels. (Just search for promotion or marketing) If you really want
to go all out, hire someone to create a squeeze page that will allow you to capture potential customer’s
emails and then market to them with the email series we created or hire someone to create one for you.
In any event, if you need anything help, you will find it here. In addition to Fiverr, you can use
Canva.com to create all types of professional-looking graphics quickly and easily using their readymade templates.
Affiliate Marketing Do’s and Don’ts (MAKE SURE YOU READ THESE!)
Do’s
• Do make sure you save your affiliate links to a text file on your computer.
• Do make sure you save any graphics to your computer and upload to your web hosting space.
• Do make sure that your images show up on your website.
• Do make sure that the images are clickable and go to the
right site when they are clicked on.
• Do check that your affiliate link goes to your affiliate account use the tracking statistics provided by the
program you are using.
• Do make sure you can accept payments in the currency offered by the Vendor / Network.
• Do check that any CPA offers you are promoting are still current; sometimes campaigns are halted or
replaced by newer ones.
• Do join affiliate marketing forums, ask questions, interact and learn from other affiliate marketers.
• Do make sure that you understand any terms and conditions placed upon you the affiliate by the
network you are promoting. Don’t mix programs if you are not allowed to.
• Do keep your website current, and up to date with fresh content.
• Do periodically test your order links to ensure that any vendors’ product you are promoting through
Clickbank is still using Clickbank as their affiliate program.
• Do periodically test your links to products you are promoting and are listed on PayDotCom, PaySpree
or RapBank to ensure they are still live and in business.
• Do work hard to drive traffic to your site. If you have time, write articles on your chosen Niche / topic
and submit these to the popular article directories.
• Do join in discussion forums related to your niche / site theme, use the signature file to link back to
your site.
Don’ts
• Don’t expect to earn a fortune overnight, it just doesn’t happen. Anyone who tells you otherwise is
lying.
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• Don’t copy and paste from the NPYG guides as part of your promotion. Use Fiverr.com or iWriter.com
to create new content for you.
• Don’t break the rules of any agreements you have signed with the networks or other affiliate program
managers.
• Don’t spam anyone with unsolicited email messages.
• Don’t forget to place a notice on your site and a warning in your email communications so you comply
with the FTC guidelines.
• Don’t forget to make use of any marketing materials the program vendor may have provided. Banners,
Graphics, email messages or text ads. Remember though to stay away from any duplicate content,
rewrite the emails, re word the adverts so they are unique to you and your site.
• Don’t load your site with lots of flashing, rotating, blinking banners that make it look like a firework
display!
• Don’t give up, if you are rejected by one network, try another.
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